Contact

Email

**General Inquires:** micrecep[at]interchange.ubc.ca  [1]  
**Undergraduate Advisor:** undergrad[at]microbiology.ubc.ca  [2]  
**Graduate Coordinator:** grad[at]microbiology.ubc.ca  [3]  
**Network/IT:** itsupport[at]microbiology.ubc.ca  [4]

Telephone/Fax

**General Inquires:** 604.822.3308  
**General Fax:** 604.822.6041

Written Correspondence

**Name of Recipient**  
Department of Microbiology and Immunology  
University of British Columbia  
1365 - 2350 Health Sciences Mall  
Vancouver, British Columbia  
Canada, V6T 1Z3

For Graduate Studies, address correspondence to the **Graduate Applications Committee**, or the **Graduate Coordinator**, c/o the above address.